MAGDALENA CHOLUJ/
ABOUT
I'm a botanical artist and printmaker based on Orkney. I work under
the name of 'Inkloof' and create botanical drawings, predominantly
with pencil and ink, with the occasional occurrences of colour and
plenty of experimentation around film, photography and various
printmaking techniques, including etchings, monoprints, and
cyanotype. The idea of Inkloof has roots in my life-long interest in
wildlife, nature, fauna, and flora. As a horticulturist and professional
florist for many years, I have had an opportunity to design, create and
teach about flowers.
In my botanical work, I aim to capture the complexity of plants with
the simplicity of lines and black & white film, while carrying out
important research into their historical, medicinal, and cultural
background, as well as traditions and their current forms of
adaptation to environmental changes. The research element in my
practice is incredibly important as I believe it has a crucial impact on
the ways of seeing and learning about the landscape and environment
that surrounds us.

CREATIVE PROJECTS & PROFESSIONAL
BACKGROUND
April 2022 - ongoing
'Earth's Green Mantle' - creative project
Through a conversation with plants, this new project will document a
selection of flowering species, focusing on their historical, medicinal,
cultural background, traditions, and their current forms of adaptation to
the environmental changes across Scottish Highlands and Islands. The
project will look into the relationships between humans and plants, the
potential conflict between native and non-native Celtic species and how it
influences our perception of their presence. It will further explore our
obligations towards plants and showcase the ways of seeing the living
species by presenting artwork created with the traditional printmaking
techniques, as well as botanical ink drawings and collection of pressed
specimens (where possible and applicable), complemented by a selection
of black & white analogue photographs.

MAGDALENA CHOLUJ/
RESUME
January 2022
'A conversation with flowers' - Solo Exhibition
'In the Windows' / Northlight Gallery, Stromness
Dec 2021- April 2022
Culture Collective / Pier Arts Centre, Stromness
Freelance Creative Practitioner
Dec 2021- February 2022
Art Evolution Project / Soulisquoy Printmakers
Project Artist / Printmaker
Dec 2021
Annual Group Exhibition at the Pier Arts Centre

February 2022
Creative Practitioner & Co-Founder of the Orkney Art Club

August 2021
Summer Activities Arts Programme / Pier Arts Centre
Workshop Assistant

Orkney Art Club is a company limited by guarantee, which delivers free
creative workshops around the islands of Orkney, Scotland. Orkney Art
Club developed as an organic response to the needs of local communities,
with an aim to increase creative skills development, widen participation in
art activities, improve community members' well-being, confidence and
allow open and easy access to creative opportunities to all community
groups, many of which still struggle with isolation, especially in the outer
isles and parishes.

As a Workshop Assistant, my position involved a wide range of duties;
from mentoring the students, ensuring their participation in the
workshop programme is not only fully comprehended but also to
enhance and maximise their experience, to providing necessary
support by creating daily summary reports, up to date
documentation, building up digital content and promotional
materials.

MAGDALENA CHOLUJ/
RESUME

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND IN
HORTICULTURE
July 2020 - July 2021
Sundries Buyer & Garden Assistant to the Outdoor Plant Manager /
The Palace Gardener, London
As an Assistant to the Outdoor Manager & Sundries Buyer, my main duties involved
providing support to the Manager as well as the whole indoor and outdoor plant
team on a daily basis, from coordinating and supervising daily work schedule,
placing orders, stock control, visual merchandising, to ensuring that the sundries
department is well stocked and maintained, introducing new range of products and
seasonal varieties, dealing with suppliers, issuing and checking invoices, updating
costs and prices, as well as a regular market research. Additionally, I was
responsible for customers' garden designs and proposals, from small to medium
size projects which mostly involved preparing mock up plans & designs, providing
garden design solutions, price list and care advice. I was also involved in preparing
and coordinating seasonal charity workshops and training programs for volunteers.

February 2020 - May 2020
Junior Grower / Volunteer
El Resguardo Biodynamic Farm, Chile
I've had an incredible opportunity to volunteer on this remote walnut farm in Chile
for over three months. Its organic vegetable, herb and fruit gardens were my main
duties as a junior grower and assistant gardener. Harvesting, planting, pruning and
daily maintenance were some of the many tasks I undertook during this period. The
farm uses a biodynamic way of farming which has given me a valuable insight and
introduction into this balanced way of growing.

September 2016 (4-week course)
Floristry Course Instructor at the Cohim Flower School
Cohim
, Beijing

中赫时尚

Course Instructor at Cohim Flower School Beijing, representing
McQueens Flowers.

July 2012 - April 2017
Senior Floral Designer & Tutor
McQueens Flowers, London
Course Instructor at Cohim Flower School Beijing, representing
McQueens Flowers.

EDUCATION
University of the Arts London
Foundation degree, Visual Merchandising · (2011 - 2013)
Academy for Physical Education and Sport
Master's degree, M.Sc. Degree in Management, Tourism and
Recreation · (2005 - 2011)
Kaplan Aspect College Sydney
Certificate IV in Business Management, Specialization: Human
Resources, Business Management · (2008 - 2009)

